
Ur.. B. Welch,
t',

Mandan, North I doter

B	 . Welt

Now that the Christmas rush. is over I want to thank you for your
kindnee in sending me the copies of the contract ig t by Sitting Bull t

 the reservation in la 1 suppose this is not the same as the air
with Buffalo Bill as/I understand Buffalo Sidi, paid Sitting Bull more then
this wan Allen seams to have do	 I intend to trace Sitting Bull * s movements
through the Zest with thI shows and to asbingtonn and read up in the nwapspers
and	 nee k of those days to see shat I asp learnt. It will help me a lot
and save a groat deal of trouble If l can lemma from your records the dates
when Sitting Bull left the reservation and returned to it and the namesof the
parties who ware. in charge of him as well as the names of other Indians in
the party if they were give

If you Will lot me have those records to study or copies of then
I will return	 prmitly as I did before. I have told nobody that you
possess these records and you mead prat vow aboutanyone's findiug. it anti

me, 'I could not use copies of such records in my , own work. All I want
in the information.At the	 tip I want to see the record itself so that 
I will make no mistake and can honestly declare that my statmeentes rest cat a
sure	 .tip

I bad expected to be up in your nighborhoodduring the Est
holidays and planned to visit you at that tie* but the illness of my little
girl prevented see from being away and so I ir+ a disappointed. If it Is too
much trouble to run through your records and pick out those which hate to do
with Sitting ul1, why not *end a bunch of the records to me by express collect?

.can look than over and return then within a fir days. Then you might send
me sue, more, *to* without lotting am grat a rber out of your possession at
ear time and without any expense to yo 	 though many of the records have
nothing directly to do with h Sifting Bull they will help clear up my ideas about
how an Indian agency is run and perhaps give information of value on other
points. It you will do this you say be sure tbat, I x:11 be pr t in returning
the records std a box of -cigars will be on 	 I ;have - been looking over ,your
letters again and was mUch interested to know that about the tight when Sitting
Bull wa, killed. You state that you have_ the guns used  the gh ost dancers
is , this ff igbt . as well, as his own gun. This surprised me as I had supposed
the Indians had been disarmed by the soldiers when' they surrendered. What kind
of weapons are they., an? I suppose theyimre not the best to be had :in
daye. Where do you suppose-the Indiana got then? Were the police 	 with
Winchesiera or evolvarsIn that fight? The story of that fight as I heard it

t


